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AERIAL APPLICATION - LEGISLATION

,S,L. Everist,
Department of .Primary Industries,

Queensland.

Almost the only legislative control over. the application of
herbicides and other. chemicals,from,aircraft is that imposéd by
regulations. made under the ;Commonwealth Air-Navigation Acts.
These regulations make it, compulsory for :pilots engaged in aerial
agricultural operations to hold a commercial or..senior.commercial
pilot's licence .wi,than.agricultural.pilot rating,..

Agricultural. pilot ratings are in two classes. For a Class 2
rating, the-commercial pilot ,must do a .minimum .of 10 hours'
:initial agricultural flying training, followed by 20. hours of
.operational training. He' mist Also pass a theoretical- .examination
and flying_ tests conducted by the Commonwealth , Départment of Civil
Aviation. TO qualify for. a Class 1 rating, the_ Class -_2 pilot must
log a further 20 hours.of agricultural flying under.direct super-
vision,. and a further 200 hours of. agricultural operations not
under supervision. , .IHe is ,also .. required to shave logged a total
.flight time of 500 hours..; . . .. .

The .basis.of theoretical examinations for the rating is the
Agricultural Pilot Manual issued by the, Commonwealth. Department

,.of Civil Aviation: This contains-chapters cn Operations, Air-
.worthiness, Medical Aspects, and Meteorology. It embodies details
of the actual flying techniques employed in aerial_.applica:tion of
pesticides and fertilizers, .precautions to be observed to ensure
the safety-.of'the aircraft, the :pilót, and the.ground.crew, the
influence of_ weather on actual flying opérations, and minimum..
standard of airstrips :that can be used for agricultural operations
for .different types of aircraft.

Under, these < regulations-, :pilots are not required ,to know any.-
thing about the, properties'of the .chemicals they .discharge from
their-aircraft, other their possible toxic effects on
operating personnel. .There are no provisions ;to ensure that
pilots or operating companies do not cause damage tocrops or
pastures in the vicinity of treated areas.-.
Legal authoritiesappear to be-unanimous in stating that, under

-the. Constitution, the Commonwealth.Government has-no power to
legislate to :protect crops or pastures from aerial operations,
and that any such legislation must be enacted by the States.
The whole question of damage to crops.and pastures from aircraft

was examined by a sub - committee appointed by the Standing Committee
on Agriculture. This sub - committee recommended that some legis-
lative control,over the application_of pesticides by.aircraft was
necessary and that pilots of agricultural aircraft should be
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.required to know something of the properties of the chemicals
discharged from their machines, in particular any hazard to crops,
pasture, domestic animals, wildlife, and useful insects that
might be involved. The sub - committee pointed out that there were
two possible means by which such legislation might be enacted:
1. delegation by each State to the Commonwealth of specific

power to deal with these matters
2. enactment by each State and the Commonwealth, in regard to

its own territories, of uniform legislation and reciprocal
recognition of certificates by each State or Territory of
certificates issued by any one State or Territory

These recommendations were approved. by the Standing Committee
on Agriculture and the Agricultural Council'. The Standing Com-
mittee of Attorneys - General'was asked to comment on the legal
implications. Recommendation 1 was rejected and recommendation 2
accepted, and a draft, model Bill was drawn up for consideration
by all.States and the Commonwealth.

.

Agreement has now been reached on the draft Bill but, 'so far as
I am aware, no State has actually enacted such legislati'ön up to
the present time.
The draft: Uniform Bill provides for:

(a).upon fulfilment of prescribed qualifications, the issu-
ing of pilot chemical rating certificates to persons who
are the holders'of current and valid commercial or- senior
commercial pilot licences endorsed with an agricultural
rating

(b) prohibition of aerial spraying by aircraft other'than
those'in'command of á pilot holding a current pilot
chemical rating certificate

(c) declaration of hazardous areas in which aerial spraying
is prohibited, either generally or with reference to
particular chemicals or for particular periods'

(d) lodgment by the 'owner of an aircraft used for aerial
spraying,.of security, in the form of an insurance policy
for £15,000,to protect any person whò suffers.material
loss or damage to his personal property as a.result of
the aerial spraying

(Such protection 'does not apply to persons at whose
request the aerial spraying was carried out, or to any
property on land on which spraying is carried out at the
request of the owner or occupier thereof.)

(e) keeping by the pilot of detailed records, as-prescribed,
of every aerial spraying operation, and the' production
of such records on demand

(f) notification by persons alleging damage to crops or other
property at least 14 days before the affected crops are
harvested
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(Unless such notification is given, no action for damages
can be brought in any Court without special leave from a
judge as prescribed.)

(g) the subsequent investigation by authorized persons of such
damage as reported

(h) right of entry on to any land by an authorized person for
the purpose of investigating alleged damage due to aerial
spraying

(i) reciprocal recognition in all States and Commonwealth
Territories of certificates issued in any State or
Territory

(j) suspension of certificates for breaches of 'the. Act
In addition to the above powers, there is provision for regu-

lations to be made covering the following:
(i) prohibition or regulation of the flying of aircraft

carrying agricultural chemicals over hazardous areas
(ii) cleansing of aircraft that have carried agricultural

chemicals
(iii) prohibition of aerial spraying in conditions that are

likely to result in spray drift
(iv) prohibition or regulation of the use of aerial spray-

ing of agricultural chemicals (either generally or
with reference to particular chemicals or groups.of
chemicals) either absolutely, or in prescribed areas,
or during prescribed periods of the year in prescribed
areas

(v) regulation of droplet sizes, either generally, or in
prescribed areas, or in prescribed weather conditions

It has been agreed by the Australian Agricultural Council that
primary producers' organizations and aerial agricultural operators
should be consulted before details of legislation are enacted in
each of the respective States. All States have reserved the right
to increase the scope of the legislation if they so desire, but
they have agreed that reciprocity of recognition is essential and
that a uniform standard of examination is also essential.

In order to assist in maintaining, uniform standards of examina-
tion for the Pilot Chemical Rating, a special sub - committee has
compiled a Manual which has been approved by all States. This
sub - committee is at present in the process of compiling a large
number of multiple - choice questions based on this Manual, from
which examining bodies in each State can choose any questions
they think fit for any particular examination. The Manual has
not yet been printed or generally circulated, and no examinations
have yet been held.
The Manual contains chapters on formulation of agricultural

chemicals, notes on the kinds and properties of agricultural
chemicals used for specific purposes (e.g., herbicides, insecti-
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çïdes, fungicides), and animal poisons. .A chapter,on.hazards
associated with the use of .agricultural' chemicals:, including
hazards to the operator, consumer., sprayed crops,: neighbouring
_crops,. and ,wild plants, livestock-;_ "w.ildlife, ;bees,, and other

Useful insects, -is included. There are chapterson.;techniques.
of..application which supplement'those>.in the Agricultural Pilót
Manual and _on the influence of weather. and topography`on :distri
bution.and.drift. There are notes. on aerial. baiting and decon-
tamination of equipment.. Medical aspects, of. agricultural.,avia.t-
ion are covered in'a manner similar.to tha.t:in the Agricultural
Pilöt. Manual.

Three. appendices,:are included.which are-intended to.serve as
material. and not as a .basis for.examination.. These

give lists. of pests which. have . been treated . from the air; and
some indication of the chemicals which have been found to be
.effective. , There is .a short summary of..legislation-.dealing, with;
registration. of agricultural :chemicals.in each State.and` the
poisons,.regulatións of each State as. they relate.to agricultural
chemicals.... There is a list of the State- Department of. Agricul
ture regional offices from which: advice- .can be: sought by.: pilots-
operating in the field.


